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Abstract—The opportunity for wounded servicemembers (SMs)
to return to high-level activity and return to duty has improved
with advances in surgery, rehabilitation, and prosthetic technology. As a result, there is now a need for a high-level mobility outcome measure to assess progress toward high-level mobility
during and after rehabilitation. The purpose of this study was to
develop and determine the reliability of a new outcome measure
called the Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP). The CHAMP consists of the Single Limb Stance,
Edgren Side Step Test, T-Test, and Illinois Agility Test. CHAMP
reliability was determined for SMs with lower-limb loss (LLL)
(interrater: n = 118; test-retest: n = 111) and without LLL (n =
97). A linear system was developed to combine the CHAMP
items and produce a composite score that ranges from 0 to 40,
with higher scores indicating better performance. Interrater and
test-retest intraclass correlation coefficient values for the
CHAMP were 1.0 and 0.97, respectively. A CHAMP score
equal to or greater than 33 points is within the range for SMs
without LLL. The CHAMP was found to be a safe and reliable
measure of high-level mobility in SMs with traumatic LLL.

Abbreviations: AD = Active Duty, BAMC = Brooke Army
Medical Center, BTFA = bilateral transfemoral amputation,
BTTA = bilateral transtibial amputation, CHAMP = Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor, CI = confidence interval, ESST = Edgren Side Step Test, HUC = Human
Use Committee, IAT = Illinois Agility Test, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, IRB = Institutional Review Board, LLL =
lower-limb loss, MBP = Medicine Ball Put, MDC = minimal
detectable change, NMCSD = Naval Medical Center San Diego,
OEF = Operation Enduring Freedom, OIF = Operation Iraqi
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Medical Center, WRNMMC = Walter Reed National Military
Medical Center.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, opportunities for today’s young,
fit, athletic servicemembers (SMs) with traumatic lowerlimb loss (LLL) have changed dramatically. In prior conflicts, it was anticipated that the majority of SMs would
retire from the Armed Forces after experiencing LLL.
Today, it is not uncommon for SMs with traumatic LLL to
return to Active Duty (AD) [1–2]. Several factors are associated with providing SMs with LLL from recent conflicts the
ability to return to AD: elite fitness level of the SM prior to
injury and the state-of-the-art rehabilitation received after
injury at medical treatment facilities at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center (WRAMC), Washington, DC; Brooke
Army Medical Center (BAMC), San Antonio, Texas;
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland; or
Naval Medical Center San Diego (NMCSD), San Diego,
California. In addition, returning SMs have access to the
most recent prosthetic technology and regular exposure to a
variety of sports and recreational activities in an effort to
facilitate a premorbid level of activity and the option of
returning to AD [3–4].
Prior to LLL, these SMs were performing at an elite
level of physical fitness and considered tactical athletes.
The rehabilitative goal for any motivated injured athlete
or wounded SM is to achieve his or her own optimal level
of function. Clinicians therefore need a method to quantify the SM’s current level of mobility, to document the
changes in mobility over time, and to assess when the SM
has reached his or her prior or maximum potential level of
functional mobility. The clinical value of functional outcome measures is to allow the clinician to achieve these
objectives. Pasquina and Fitzpatrick observed that SMs
with LLL receiving rehabilitation postinjury at WRAMC
were achieving maximum scores on the standard outcome
measures shortly after being fit with their initial prosthesis
[5]. They concluded that the available outcome measures
of mobility following LLL were subject to a ceiling effect
and could not measure the effect of the high-level rehabilitation provided to this new generation of SMs with traumatic LLL. Therefore, they recommended developing a
single measure that could quantify mobility capabilities
consistent with the requirements of tactical athletes or
SMs. It should include the multiple components required
for high-level mobility. This measure should also detect
changes in high-level mobility throughout the rehabilitation process and assist with the decisions concerning
return to high-level activity.

The sports literature is replete with outcome measures that assess the different physical performance factors required for high-level mobility: balance, postural
stability, coordination, power, speed, and agility [6–16].
These physical performance factors are essential to the
SM’s role as a tactical athlete when performing highlevel activities such as running, sports, and preparing for
military maneuvers [17]. Because descriptive reports of
performance can be subjective, open to interpretation,
and cannot be quantified, the use of assessment tools that
produce numerical values tend to have greater clinical
merit. A single numeric value can be quickly read, retest
scores can indicate improvement or decline in performance, and familiarity of the numeric scale allows clinicians to gauge performance and identify benchmarks.
Performance-based measures often combine a number of
individual tests to create a single instrument that produces one score that will provide the clinician with an allinclusive assessment of the intended construct [18–20].
This type of testing with multiple domains affords the
tester insights to a diverse number of contributing factors
that can either assist in determining the contribution to
overall function or isolate a single limitation, e.g., the
measure of general mobility versus a limitation of movement in one specific direction with or without a degree of
speed, power, or balance. Because high-level mobility
consists of multiple physical performance factors, one
activity or movement in one plane may not provide a
comprehensive or global assessment of mobility relevant
to an SM as a tactical athlete. In SMs with LLL, the construct of high-level mobility has multiple facets, some of
which are unique to this population. Although existing
measures address individual aspects of the construct,
none of them incorporated all of the performance factors.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop a test of high-level
mobility that includes a combination of balance-, power-,
and agility-type activities performed in multiple planes of
motion. Since the aim of this instrument was to document
high-level mobility performance as a multifaceted construct, it was important that the instrument generate a single numeric value that could be used to document
improvement or decline in high-level mobility.
The purpose of this study was to (1) develop a safe
performance-based measure of high-level mobility for
those with LLL for use once a minimal level of prosthetic
competency was achieved, (2) determine the interrater
and test-retest reliability of the instrument’s individual
items and composite score, (3) establish the standard
error of measurement (SEM) and minimal detectable
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change (MDC) for the composite score, and (4) determine the internal consistency of the instrument’s individual test items. The instrument designed to meet criteria
for this target population was named the Comprehensive
High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP).

METHODS
CHAMP Development and Item Selection
The primary intention of the CHAMP was to assess
the physical performance factors of high-level mobility,
as identified by the U.S. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine [17]. In addition, highlevel mobility needed to be defined. For the purpose of
this study, we define high-level mobility as advanced
rank function involving change in body position or location by moving from one place to another by rapidly
walking and/or running.
It was considered essential that the CHAMP could be
performed safely by all SMs with LLL who demonstrated
a predetermined level of prosthetic function. The predetermined level of function ensures that the SM with LLL
is demonstrating proficient strength, balance, postural
stability, prosthetic control, and endurance to perform
speed, power, and agility activities regardless of level of
amputation or number of limbs lost. In addition, it should
be possible to perform the test in a typical clinical setting,
using minimal equipment, and within a reasonable time
frame. The test also had to be reliable, with good internal
consistency and free from ceiling effects.
Because high-impact activities such as jumping or
hopping could produce harmful friction or shear forces at
the stump/socket interface, potentially causing damage to
healing or recently healed tissues, traditional sports performance measures that require jumping (Vertical Jump
Test [6–8], 5 Jump Horizontal Test [10]), hopping (Hexagon Test [9,21], Single Hop [16,22], Triple Hop [23], or
5 Hop Test [24]), and running for long distances (Army
Physical Fitness Test 2 Mile Run [8]) were not considered for the CHAMP.
Coordination, power, speed, and agility are important
physical components necessary for successful performance in sports, recreational activities, and combat readiness [9,17]. In order to assess coordination, power, speed,
and agility in SMs with LLL, it was essential that the
tests determine how quickly an individual could move a
certain distance, start and stop, change directions, and

efficiently change body position [17]. It was also determined that a comprehensive instrument of high-level
activity should include a combination of agility-type
activities progressing from a single plane of motion to
biplanar and finally multiple planes to ensure that each
requisite movement can be completed and performed
safely before performing the next.
The criteria for designing the CHAMP were to
(1) identify the minimal number of test items that would
assess coordination, power, speed, and agility in multiple
planes, without hopping or jumping, yielding a single composite score and (2) ensure that all tests could be performed
safely in a clinical setting after a moderate level of mobility
was achieved. The following five existing performancebased outcome measures were considered for inclusion in
the CHAMP: Single Limb Stance (SLS), Medicine Ball Put
(MBP), Edgren Side Step Test (ESST), T-Test, and Illinois
Agility Test (IAT). The tests were performed in the
sequence listed. The SLS was included to assess balance
and postural stability with the ability to predict prosthetic
ambulation potential in SMs with LLL [25–28]. The ability
for an SM with LLL to balance on the nondisabled limb
was used to determine whether he or she was ready to perform the more demanding CHAMP items. The ESST was
included as a test of unidirectional frontal plane agility
and body control [6–7]. The T-Test assesses bidirectional
(sagittal and frontal) agility and body control, evaluating
the ability to change directions rapidly while maintaining
balance, speed, and power in the forward, lateral, and
backward directions [6,9–10]. The IAT was included as a
measure of multidirectional (frontal, sagittal, and transverse) agility, emphasizing the ability to accelerate and
decelerate when performing a variety of maneuvers [11–
14,29–31].
The MBP is a standard measure of upper-body power
[8]. It was assumed that SMs with LLL and without
upper-limb amputation at peak fitness prior to LLL
would demonstrate upper-body power equivalent to their
peers without LLL. The MBP test was included to determine physical power differences between groups.
Study Design
This two-phase, cross-sectional, multisite study was
conducted at WRAMC; Center for the Intrepid, BAMC;
and Womack Army Medical Center (Womack), Fort
Bragg, North Carolina. Phase I established normative
CHAMP performance data with a convenience sample of
97 AD U.S. Army Soldiers without LLL stationed at Fort
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Bragg, North Carolina. AD individuals were included in
the study if they were male and between 18 and 40 yr old.
Participants were excluded if they had a physical profile
at the time of enrollment (physical profile is defined as
any condition associated with an illness, injury, or surgery that requires the SM to be restricted from returning
to full functional duty).
Phase II was performed at all three test sites where
SMs with traumatic LLL were recruited: 118 participants
with LLL completed interrater reliability testing and 111
returned to complete the test-retest reliability testing
(Figure). Participants were either AD or retired male
SMs between the ages of 18 and 40 with LLL who were
medically stable with a properly fitting prosthesis and
demonstrated a minimal level of function, defined as an
Amputee Mobility Predictor score of at least 37 points
and/or 6-Minute Walk Test distance of at least 250 m.
Female SMs were not examined in phases I or II because
they compromise a very small percentage (3%) of SMs
who have experienced traumatic LLL in recent Operation
Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom

(OEF) conflicts [2,32]. Participants were excluded if they
had spinal cord injury; upper-limb loss; peripheral nerve
injury limiting function; inability to follow commands
due to traumatic brain injury; or orthopedic, cardiopulmonary, or contralateral limb injuries limiting mobility or
exercise tolerance. Levels of amputation were classified
as unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA), unilateral transfemoral amputation (TFA), bilateral transtibial amputation
(BTTA), bilateral transfemoral amputation (BTFA), or
combination of transtibial and transfemoral amputations
(TTA/TFA). The SMs with LLL demonstrated a range of
recovery from just completing skilled rehabilitation to
fully rehabilitated and returning to AD.
Study Procedures
Prior to signing Institutional Review Board (IRB)approved informed consent and protected health information documents, an investigator reviewed and explained
eligibility criteria, methodology, confidentiality, and potential risks involved with each participant.

Figure.
Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor study design. BAMC = Brooke Army Medical Center, BTFA = bilateral transfemoral amputation, BTTA = bilateral transtibial amputation, TFA = unilateral transfemoral amputation, TTA = unilateral transtibial
amputation, TTA/TFA = transtibial and transfemoral amputations, Womack = Womack Army Medical Center, WRAMC = Walter Reed
Army Medical Center.
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Two physical therapists employed by participating
Armed Forces Amputee Patient Care Program Rehabilitation Centers interviewed all participants for this study
to collect information on demographic characteristics and
current medical conditions, symptoms, and pain. In addition, they measured anthropometric characteristics such
as height, weight, and waist circumference. Table 1 provides a description of baseline characteristics for study
participants.
Participants were asked to dress in military-style physical training uniforms, which include shorts, T-shirt, socks,
and sneakers. The SMs with LLL wore the same prosthesis
on both testing sessions. The participants were randomly
assigned to two trained raters who simultaneously
observed and independently recorded all testing results.
Prior to data collection, all raters attended formal training

sessions on administering and scoring the CHAMP.
Twelve teams of two raters were used for data collection.
Rater 1 read the scripted instructions for each CHAMP test
item while rater 2 walked the test course to ensure that
each subject understood the course pattern. Raters did not
verbally motivate or offer performance enhancement suggestions. Both raters timed or scored the participant’s performance separately and were not allowed to view each
other’s recording sheet. Participants performed two to
three trials of each test, with the best score used for data
analysis. The participants performed the CHAMP test in
the following order: SLS, MBP, ESST, T-Test, and IAT. A
description of each CHAMP item and instructional guidelines for their administration is found in the Appendix
(available online only).

Table 1.
Characteristics of U.S. servicemembers with and without traumatic lower-limb loss (LLL).
Servicemembers with LLL
Servicemembers without LLL
Characteristic
n (%)
Mean ± SD (Range)
n (%)
Mean ± SD (Range)
Age (yr)
118 (100)
29.2 ± 5.8 (20–40)
97 (100)
26.2 ± 5.5 (18–39)
Height (cm)
118 (100)
181.6 ± 7.1 (158.8–203.2)
97 (100) 177.92 ± 6.47 (163.8–193.1)
Weight (kg)
118 (100)
90.61 ± 15.60 (56.7–141.1)
97 (100)
82.26 ± 10.54 (56.3–109.8)
Waist Circumference (cm)
118 (100)
94.16 ± 9.96 (71.1–125.1)
97 (100)
86.08 ± 6.96 (69.2–104.1)
Time Since Traumatic Injury (yr)
118 (100)
3.2 ± 1.9 (0.3–12.0)
—
—
Amputation Level
TTA
60 (50)
—
—
—
TFA
32 (27)
—
—
—
BTTA
12 (11)
—
—
—
BTFA
7 (6)
—
—
—
TTA/TFA
7 (6)
—
—
—
Marital Status
Single
40 (34)
—
45 (46)
—
Married
60 (51)
—
49 (51)
—
Divorced
18 (15)
—
3 (3)
—
Education
High School Graduate or Equivalent
48 (41)
—
39 (40)
—
1–3 Years of College
56 (47)
—
39 (41)
—
College Graduate with 4-Year Degree
9 (8)
—
13 (13)
—
Some Graduate School
5 (4)
—
6 (6)
—
Race/Ethnicity
White/Caucasian
94 (80)
—
78 (81)
—
Black/African American
19 (16)
—
12 (12)
—
Asian
1 (1)
—
4 (4)
—
3 (3)
—
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
4 (3)
—
Military Status
42 (36)
—
—
—
Awaiting Disposition
32 (27)
—
—
—
Active Duty (nondeployed)
44 (37)
—
—
—
Retired from Armed Forces
—
—
88 (91)
—
Enlisted Servicemember
—
—
9 (9)
—
Warrant/Commissioned Officer

p-Value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

BTFA = bilateral transfemoral amputation, BTTA = bilateral transtibial amputation, SD = standard deviation, TFA = unilateral transfemoral amputation, TTA = unilateral transtibial amputation, TTA/TFA = transbitial and transfemoral amputations
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For the MBP test, the participant held the 6 lb ball
with both hands with the ball touching his chest. When
ready, the participant put the medicine ball as far as possible. The distance was measured from the front legs of
the chair with the best put of two trials recorded; 30 s rest
periods were given between each put.
Participants who agreed to take part in the test-retest
reliability phase of the study were scheduled to return
between 24 to 72 h after initial testing. The participants
were asked to avoid unaccustomed physical activities
between test dates.
Statistical Analysis
Data was entered into Excel worksheets (Microsoft;
Redmond, Washington), and analysis was performed with
SAS version 9.13 (SAS Institute Inc; Cary, North Carolina).
Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the study
sample. The mean time to complete the CHAMP was calculated by combining the time required to complete each item
and the standard rest periods between tests. The number of
adverse events that occurred during testing was tabulated.
For the SMs with and without LLL, the best performance among the two to three trials completed for each of
the CHAMP items for rater 1 was used for analysis. Student
t-test was used to compare raw CHAMP item scores of
SMs with and without LLL. CHAMP items were considered for inclusion in the CHAMP if significant differences
(p < 0.05) were found between SMs with and without LLL.
CHAMP Development
Differences between SMs with and without LLL were
found in all four of the CHAMP items: SLS, ESST, T-Test,
and IAT. Differences in upper-body power, as assessed by
the MBP, were not found between SMs with and without
LLL, which indicated that both groups were similar in

upper-body power, and by extension, as a group would
have had similar power in the lower limbs if not injured
(Table 2). Therefore, both groups were equally matched
and can be compared in terms of differences based on loss
of limb and concomitant injury.
The four CHAMP items each use a different scoring
system. The SLS recorded the time a subject could balance
on one limb, with a maximum score of 30 s on each leg.
High SLS scores indicated better performance, but a ceiling effect exists. All SMs without LLL achieved maximum
times of 30 s for both legs. Many, but not all, participants
with unilateral LLL stood for 30 s on their contralateral
limb. However, SMs with bilateral LLL stood well below
30 s on both lower limbs. Therefore, it was decided to add
the right- and left-sided SLS into one combined time.
Two of the tests, the IAT and T-Test, were timed. The
scores for these tests were measured in seconds, with
lower times indicating better performance. The ESST
was time limited and scored based on the number of 1 m
spans crossed within the allotted 10 s time period, with
greater distance indicating better performance. To combine the CHAMP items, all of the tests were converted to
the same scoring system. The distribution of the scores
was examined on all tests for SMs with and without LLL,
and significant overlap was found between the performances of both groups. In fact, the highest score on the
ESST was achieved by an SM with TTA. Based on the
distribution of scores, it was clear that any attempt to use
percentiles to develop a scoring system would diminish
and distort the responsiveness of the underlying tests. For
example, a 1 s decrease in time to perform the T-Test
from 14.1 to 13.1 s would produce a change in percentile
of 17.8 to 9.3 percent, while a 1 s decrease in time to perform the T-Test from 34.6 to 33.6 s would produce a
change in percentile of 82.2 to 81.4 percent. The result

Table 2.
Descriptive statistics for total Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP) score and CHAMP test items for Active Duty
U.S. Army servicemembers without lower-limb loss (LLL) (n = 97) and with traumatic LLL (n = 118).

CHAMP Test Item
Single Limb Stance (s)*
Medicine Ball Put (m)
Edgren Side Step Test (m)*
T-Test (s)*
Illinois Agility Test (s)*
Total CHAMP Score*
*Significant

Servicemembers without LLL,
Mean ± SD (Range)
—
6.3 ± 0.8 (4.7–8.4)
24.3 ± 2.3 (20–30)
12.2 ± 1.0 (10.1–15.0)
18.2 ± 1.2 (15.1–23.4)
35.4 ± 1.2 (33–39)

differences between servicemembers with and without LLL (p < 0.001).
SD = standard deviation.

Servicemembers with LLL,
Mean ± SD (Range)
25.0 ± 14.6 (0–60)
6.4 ± 0.9 (4.5–8.6)
15.4 ± 5.5 (3–32)
25.5 ± 17.8 (10.9–123.7)
32.1 ± 12.8 (17.6–87.3)
21.8 ± 7.8 (1–35)
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would be a test much less sensitive to change in individuals at the lower end of the range, the very individuals
who would be most likely to participate in rehabilitation.
To produce a scoring system that would be responsive to change in high-level mobility performance, a 0 to
10 scoring system was developed for each item. For the
ESST, T-Test, and IAT, the 0 designated scores lower
than the range recorded in this study. This was done to
distinguish SMs who performed at lower levels than the
test group of participants. The 0 score for the SLS indicates that an SM could not balance for even 1 s on either
leg. Cut points for assigning scores of 10 were based on
the high scores of SMs with and without LLL. The
CHAMP items were assigned points from 1 to 9 using
equal score intervals. The exception to this system was
the SLS, which used whole numbers and fractions such
as 0.5 to 9. This scoring system produced scores ranging
from 0 to 10 for each of the CHAMP items.
To generate a CHAMP score, the best times or points
for each individual CHAMP item was converted to a 0 to
10 scoring system, using the CHAMP Scoring System in
the Appendix (available online only). The scores for
each individual item are added to produce a composite
CHAMP score with a 0 to 40 scoring range, with 40 representing the highest level of performance.
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated to determine the interrater and test-retest reliability of the CHAMP item raw scores and total CHAMP
score using model 2,1. We reported the 95 percent confidence interval (CI) for all ICC values. For interrater reliability, comparison of agreement was analyzed between
raters 1 and 2 for session 1. For test-retest reliability,
comparison of agreement was analyzed between sessions
1 and 2 for rater 1 of each rater team.
The SEM of the total CHAMP score was calculated
using the test-retest reliability coefficient (r) and standard
deviation (SD) of the CHAMP for the participants with
LLL (Equation (1)):
SEM = SD1–r .

(1)

The MDC for the total CHAMP score was calculated
using the distribution-based method and the following
formula (Equation (2)):
MDC = z-scorelevel of confidence × SDbaseline ×
(2[1–rtest-retest]) .

(2)

The z-score represents the CI from the normal distribution.
We used 95 percent CI for the study population, making
the z-score = 1.96. The SD used for analysis was from the
total CHAMP score results for the SMs with LLL (SD =
7.81). The ICC for the total CHAMP score’s test-retest
reliability in SMs with LLL was used for r (r = 0.97). A
multiplier of the 2 was used to account for the increased
error in calculating the test-retest reliability with two different data sets at two different points in time [33–34].
The internal consistency or homogeneity of the
CHAMP items was examined to determine whether the
items measured the different physical performance factors of
high-level mobility using the following: (1) Spearman correlation coefficient determined the correlation between the
CHAMP items and CHAMP score, (2) Cronbach α determined the internal consistency of the CHAMP, and (3) itemto-total correlation examined between the CHAMP items.
RESULTS
Table 1 describes the baseline characteristics of the
SMs with and without LLL. Of the 118 SMs with LLL,
60 had TTA, 32 had TFA, 12 had BTTA, 7 had BTFA, and
7 had TTA/TFA. Of the total 111 SMs with LLL who
completed the test-retest reliability study, 55 had TTA,
31 had TFA, 11 had BTTA, 7 had BTFA, and 7 had TTA/
TFA. The mean ± SD age, height, and weight of the 111
SMs with LLL who completed the test-retest reliability
study was 28.9 ± 5.6 yr, 181.4 ± 7.2 cm, and 90.18 ±
15.03 kg, respectively. No differences (p < 0.05) in baseline characteristics were found between the interrater and
test-retest reliability sample population of SMs with LLL.
Differences were found in the baseline characteristics of
age, height, weight, and waist circumference between the
SMs with and without LLL (p < 0.001). Difference in age
was found between those with TFA (mean age: 30.6 yr, p =
0.01) and SMs without LLL. Difference in height was found
between those with TTA (mean height: 181.4 cm, p = 0.04)
and SMs without LLL. Differences in weight were seen
between those with BTTA (mean weight: 97.7 kg, p = 0.01),
TFA (mean weight: 91.1 kg, p = 0.01), TTA (mean weight:
89.7 kg, p = 0.01), and SMs without LLL. Differences in
waist circumference were seen between those SMs with
and without LLL (p < 0.001), except for those with BTFA
(mean waist circumference: 87.3 cm, p = 0.99). Significant
differences between marital status, education, and race/
ethnicity were not seen between the SMs with and without
LLL (p > 0.05).
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The average time to complete the CHAMP was 14.03 ±
0.78 min, with a range between 12.60 and 18.70 min for
SMs with LLL. The safety of the CHAMP was demonstrated by the finding that, of the 215 total participants who
performed 3,842 trials throughout this study, only one
adverse event occurred as the result of a prosthetic issue.
After examination, the participant voluntarily completed the
CHAMP testing without difficulty.
Tables 3 and 4 describe the score distribution for
total CHAMP scores and converted and unconverted
CHAMP item scores for SMs with and without LLL. A
smaller variance was observed among the distribution of
total CHAMP scores and individual CHAMP items
scores for the SMs without LLL. The range in scores for
the participants without LLL fell within the upper range
of performance for total CHAMP score and individual
CHAMP items. A large variance, which spanned the
entire scoring range for both the total CHAMP score and
individual CHAMP items, was observed among the SMs
with LLL.

Table 2 compares CHAMP item performance and
total CHAMP score for the SMs with and without LLL.
The SLS was not analyzed for the participants without
LLL because they were all able to stand for 30 s on each
limb. Student t-test results demonstrated significant differences between test performance of the SMs with and
without LLL for the ESST, T-Test, IAT, and total
CHAMP score. As stated previously, because there was
no difference in MBP performance between the SMs
with and without LLL, MBP was not included in the
CHAMP.
Table 5 reports the ICC for interrater and test-retest
reliability for the CHAMP items and total CHAMP
score. The ICCs for interrater reliability for the CHAMP
items ranged from 0.97 (95% CI: 0.95–0.98) for the
ESST to 1.0 for SLS, T-Test, and IAT. The ICCs for testretest reliability of the CHAMP items ranged from 0.97
(95% CI: 0.87–0.93) for the ESST to 0.99 for the SLS.
The ICCs for interrater and test-retest reliability for the
total CHAMP score were 1.0 and 0.97 (95% CI: 0.95–
0.98), respectively.

Table 3.
Score distribution for total Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP) score and CHAMP test items for Active Duty U.S.
servicemembers without lower-limb loss (n = 97).
Total
CHAMP
Score

SLS

ESST

IAT

T-Test

Raw
Raw
Metric
Raw
CHAMP
CHAMP
Score
Score
Score (s)
Score
Score
(m)
(s)
Mean ± SD
35.4 ± 1.2
60 ± 0
10 ± 10
24.27 ± 2.29
7.09 ± 0.79
12.19 ± 0.97
Minimum
33
60
10
20
6
15.01
25th Percentile
35
60
10
23
7
12.67
50th Percentile
35
60
10
24
7
12.21
75th Percentile
36
60
10
26
8
11.35
Maximum
39
60
10
30
9
10.13
ESST = Edgren Side Step Test, IAT = Illinois Agility Test, SD = standard deviation, SLS = Single Limb Stance.

CHAMP
Score
9.00 ± 0.15
8
9
9
9
10

Raw
Score
(s)
18.18 ± 1.15
23.37
18.65
18.16
17.49
15.09

CHAMP
Score
9.0 ± 0.1
8
9
9
9
10

Table 4.
Score distribution for total Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP) score and CHAMP test items for U.S.
servicemembers with lower-limb loss (n = 118).
Total
CHAMP
Score

SLS

ESST

T-Test

Raw
Raw
CHAMP
Score
Score
Score
(m)
(s)
Mean ± SD
21.83 ± 7.8 25.04 ± 14.60 4.02 ± 2.26
15.39 ± 5.54 4.16 ± 1.84
25.46 ± 17.86
Minimum
1.00
0.00
0
3
0
123.72
25th Percentile
17.00
5.66
1
11
3
29.03
50th Percentile
23.00
31.26
5
15
4
18.94
75th Percentile
28.25
32.70
5
20
6
14.60
Maximum
35.00
60.00
10
32
10
10.91
ESST = Edgren Side Step Test, IAT = Illinois Agility Test, SD = standard deviation, SLS = Single Limb Stance.
Metric

Raw
Score (s)

CHAMP
Score

IAT

CHAMP
Score
7 ± 2.32
1
6
8
9
10

Raw
Score
(s)
32.09 ± 12.81
87.27
40.85
26.77
21.35
17.63

CHAMP
Score
6.69 ± 2.30
0
5
8
9
9
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The SEM for the CHAMP was determined using the
total CHAMP score test-retest reliability coefficient (r =
0.97) and SD (7.8 points). The SEM for the CHAMP
score was 1.35 points.
The MDC for the total CHAMP score was determined using the z-score (1.96) for 95 percent CI, total
CHAMP score ICC for test-retest reliability (r = 0.97),
and SD (7.8 points). The MDC for the CHAMP score
was 3.74 points (Table 6). The MDC for each of the
CHAMP items was calculated using the z-score (1.96) for
95 percent CI and ICC for the CHAMP item test-retest
reliability.
Good correlations were found between the CHAMP
score and each CHAMP item (from r = 0.78 to r = 0.95, p <
0.001) (Table 7). As well, moderate to good correlations
(from r = 0.56 to r = 0.94, p < 0.001) were found between
the CHAMP items (Table 7). The Cronbach α was 0.910,
which indicates high internal consistency among the
CHAMP items in measuring high-level mobility. Table 8
details how each CHAMP item is correlated with the
CHAMP score when omitting each item separately from
Table 5.
Interrater (n = 118) and test-retest reliability (n = 111) of
Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP)
items and total CHAMP score for U.S. servicemembers with
traumatic lower-limb loss.

CHAMP Test Item
Single Limb Stance
Right Limb
Left Limb
Edgren Side Step Test
T-Test
Illinois Agility Test
Total CHAMP Score

the total score. Only SLS demonstrated a lower, yet moderate, correlation (r = 0.58) and higher Cronbach α when
removed (0.96).

DISCUSSION
Military rehabilitation clinicians identified the need to
develop an instrument for use in young, athletic SMs with
traumatic LLL to measure changes in high-level mobility
occurring throughout the rehabilitation process. The
CHAMP was created from a combination of existing performance-based tests that assessed balance, postural stability, coordination, power, speed, and agility. The findings of
this study support the CHAMP as a safe and reliable measure of high-level mobility suitable for use in SMs with
various levels of LLL, including those with multiple LLL.
On average, it took less than 15 min to administer the
Table 7.
Relationship between Comprehensive High-Level Activity Mobility
Predictor (CHAMP) items and CHAMP scores for U.S.
servicemembers with lower-limb loss (n = 118).
Total
ESST
T-Test
IAT
SLS
Test Item CHAMP
Score
Score
Score
Score
Score

Interrater ICC, Test-Retest ICC,
r (95% CI)
r (95% CI)

Total
CHAMP
Score

—

1.0 (NA)
1.0 (NA)
0.97 (0.95–0.98)
1.0 (NA)
1.0 (NA)
1.0 (NA)

SLS Score

—

—

ESST Score

—

—

—

T-Test Score

—

—

—

—

r = 0.94
p < 0.001

IAT Score

—

—

—

—

—

0.97 (0.95–0.97)
0.99 (0.98–0.99)
0.91 (0.87–0.93)
0.98 (0.97–0.98)
0.97 (0.95–0.97)
0.97 (0.95–0.98)

CI = confidence interval, ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient, NA = not
applicable.

r = 0.90
r = 0.96
r = 0.94
r = 0.76
p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001
r = 0.56
r = 0.52
r = 0.60
p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001
r = 0.87
r = 0.85
p < 0.001 p < 0.001

ESST = Edgren Side Step Test, IAT = Illinois Agility Test, SLS = Single Limb
Stance.

Table 6.
Minimal detectable change (MDC) values for Comprehensive HighLevel Activity Mobility Predictor (CHAMP) items and total CHAMP
score for U.S. servicemembers with traumatic lower-limb loss.

Table 8.
Item-to-total correlation between Comprehensive High-Level Activity
Mobility Predictor items using Cronbach α (n = 118).

Outcome Measure (points)
Total CHAMP Score
Single Limb Stance
Edgren Side Step Test
T-Test
Illinois Agility Test

Corrected Item – Total
Cronbach α
Correlation (r)
Single Limb Stance
0.58
0.96
Edgren Side Step Test
0.83
0.88
T-Test
0.92
0.84
Illinois Agility Test
0.89
0.84

MDC
3.74
1.09
1.53
0.91
1.10

Deleted Variable
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CHAMP, no unexpected adverse events occurred during
testing, and equipment required to administer the CHAMP
is low in cost and can be easily purchased.
The SMs with LLL were representative of those SMs
who have lost lower limbs while serving overseas or
stateside during OIF/OEF. As of September 1, 2010,
1,073 SMs had experienced major limb amputation in the
recent conflicts [35]. We were able to capture 14 percent
of the total population of SMs who experienced major
LLL during these conflicts [36]. The OIF/OEF amputation statistics from 2010 reported that 61 percent of the
SMs had unilateral LLL and 20 percent had bilateral LLL
[36]. The study sample was similar to the national military amputation statistics, with 78 and 22 percent of participants presenting with either unilateral or bilateral
LLL, respectively.
The study participants with LLL reflected the increasing trend of SMs returning to AD following major LLL.
Fisher reported to Congress that 11 percent of SMs with
traumatic LLL (n = 105) had either qualified for Continuation on AD, Continuation on Active Reserve, or Fit for
Duty [1]. A recent study by Stinner et al. found that among
SMs with combat-related amputation between October 1,
2001, and June 1, 2006, 16.5 percent remained on AD [2].
For our study sample, 27 percent remained on AD following traumatic LLL. Because of the recruiting strategies of
the research team and the willingness of SMs with LLL to
participate in this study, we were able to capture a greater
number of participants who returned to AD as compared
with previous studies.
The SMs with and without LLL demonstrated differences in age, height, weight, and waist circumference.
Because of the large sample size, some of these differences
between the two groups achieved statistical significance,
indicating that they were unlikely to have happened by
chance. Additionally, all differences could be explained
whereby many of the SMs without LLL were predeployment and early in their military careers and those who were
SMs with LLL had been deployed, been through rehabilitation, or retired. Therefore, a 3 year difference in age,
greater body weight, and higher waist circumference
would be expected [37–38]. Yet, a valid comparison can be
made between both groups with respect to CHAMP performance because SMs with LLL who want to return to AD
would be expected to perform high-level mobility at a comparable level with their peers without amputation. The normative data collected from the participants without LLL
was used to establish thresholds in CHAMP performance

(33 points), which could be used to determine when an
SM with LLL is performing at a level equivalent to their
counterparts without LLL.
Women have taken part in wartime activity on and
off the battlefield in every conflict fought by the United
States. Since 1991, women have compromised at least
10 percent of all AD personnel, serving in key combat
support functions, driving trucks, flying planes and helicopters, running prisoner of war facilities, directing artillery, and serving in port and construction battalions [39].
With a greater involvement in battlefield activity, there is
a risk for traumatic musculoskeletal injury and potential
for LLL. Two recent studies have examined female SMs
who have experienced traumatic LLL in recent OIF/OEF
conflicts [2,32] and have reported similar return to AD
rate as their male counterparts (18.2% vs 16.4%) [2].
Female SMs with traumatic LLL are required to perform
high-level mobility activities in order to return to AD.
Because female SMs were not included in this study,
future research is needed to establish normative CHAMP
data for female SMs to determine threshold levels of
performance.
All CHAMP items required a complex combination of
muscular recruitment, movement strategies, prosthetic competency, and athletic abilities. Components of the prerequisite movement skills include balancing over the prosthesis;
generating lower-limb power to produce fast, explosive
movement; and producing efficient motion in order to start
and stop movement and change directions when moving in
singular and multiple planes. SMs who have not demonstrated the minimum threshold CHAMP score of 33 points
may benefit from rehabilitation intervention designed to
address specific limited movement patterns.
The interrater reliability for the total CHAMP score
and CHAMP item scores were excellent. The CHAMP
was administered using simple, straightforward, standardized written instructions to score each item by timing
performance or counting ESST intervals. The SMs with
LLL demonstrated no appreciable change in function
between the testing sessions, and therefore, the test-retest
reliability all of the CHAMP items were found to be
excellent, supporting the CHAMP as a stable, repeatable
measure of high-level mobility.
The MDC for the total CHAMP score was established using the distribution-based method [33]. A
change in CHAMP score equal to or greater than 3.74
points represents the minimal amount of change that
exceeds measurement error in high-level mobility for
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SMs with traumatic LLL [40]. The MDC provides clinicians with guidance for interpreting changes in total
CHAMP score. Changes exceeding 3.74 points may be
interpreted as not likely attributable to errors related to
measurement issues. The study reported in this article
was cross-sectional and could not be used to establish the
CHAMP’s responsiveness to change. Future research will
be required to examine the CHAMP’s responsiveness to
changes occurring over time during rehabilitation.
The CHAMP was designed to quantify high-level
mobility and reflect the physical performance factors
required for such an activity by producing a total score
from the results of the four tests. Although scores on the
ESST, T-Test, and IAT were strongly correlated, each test
represents a unique aspect of high-level mobility. For
example, the IAT assesses transverse plane motions that
are not included in any of the other tests. The ESST evaluates lateral motion but does not include the backward
motion that is part of the T-Test. By combining all three
tests with information from the SLS test, it is possible to
generate a score that represents the multifaceted construct
of high-level mobility. Failing to assess two or more
aspects of high-level mobility would leave both clinicians
and SMs with an incomplete picture of the SMs’ capabilities, possibly leading to incorrect decisions concerning
return to high-level work or recreational activities and
increasing the risk for injury.
A high degree of internal consistency is necessary for
a new assessment instrument, because it allows the clinicians and researchers to interpret a composite score as a
reflection of the different items [41–42]. The CHAMP’s
Cronbach  was 0.910, indicating that the CHAMP test
items have high internal consistency in measuring the
different aspects of high-level mobility. We felt that all
CHAMP items assess the physical performance factors of
high-level mobility under different condition and in different planes of motion, which are consistent with highlevel activity such as recreation, sport, and return to AD.
The Cronbach  increased with the removal of SLS, confirming that it measures a different aspect of high-level
mobility than the ESST, T-Test, and IAT. SLS, which has
been established as a measure of balance and postural
stability, actually lowers the Cronbach  when included
in the CHAMP test.

CONCLUSIONS
A new instrument called the CHAMP was created to
meet the need for a high-level mobility outcome measure
in order to evaluate functional mobility with a prosthesis
in young, athletic SMs with traumatic LLL. The CHAMP
combined four previously described physical performance tests (SLS, ESST, T-Test, and IAT) of balance,
postural stability, coordination, power, speed, and agility.
Standardized written instructions were developed and the
methodology for calculating a total score was established. CHAMP normative data was established for SMs
with and without LLL. A simple scoring system was
developed for the CHAMP that quantifies high-level
mobility performance on a scale from 0 to 40, with scores
of 33 points equivalent to AD SMs without LLL. In
summary, the CHAMP is a measure of high-level mobility found to have excellent interrater and test-retest reliability that can be administered in 15 min.
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